A simple, practical, and model-free method is presented, by which kinetic data can be extracted from variable loading-rate single molecule dynamic force spectroscopy experiments. The constant sampling rate of digital acquisition facilitates the sorting of multiple force curves into histograms that reflect the collective force-time history of the bonds of interest. Combining the force-time history with similar histograms of force-induced events, in particular bond rupture, gives a direct measure of rate vs applied force. The utility of the method is demonstrated through its application to simulated data.
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We report here a simple, practical, and model-free method by which kinetic data can be extracted from variable loading rate single molecule dynamic force spectroscopy experiments. Dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) is an increasingly valuable technique that provides the opportunity to probe otherwise inaccessible details of molecular potential energy landscapes. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In typical DFS experiments using the atomic force microscope (AFM), a molecule is physically tethered between a substrate and a cantilever, as in Figure 1 . An increasing force is applied to the tethered molecule by separating the two surfaces, and changes in the molecule (e.g., conformational changes, bond breaking) are inferred as a function of the applied force through the positional changes in the cantilever. To date, DFS has been used to study a multitude of systems/properties, including: protein folding pathways, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] bimolecular substitution reactions, 13 coordinationcomplexes, 13, 19 ligand-receptorinteractions, 1, 2, 10, 20 DNA base pair interactions, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] polymer conformations, [28] [29] [30] supramolecular interactions, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and hydrophobic interactions. 5 Broadly, interpreting the results of a DFS experiment often comprises two steps: (1) experimentally determining the dependence of a rate constant (e.g., for bond dissociation) on the applied force, and (2) relating that force dependency to features of a potential energy surface and the stress-free off rate k d 0 .
Approaches to the latter step represent an ongoing and vibrant areaofresearchthatisbeyondthescopeofthismanuscript. 6, 7, 9, 12, [35] [36] [37] [38] The first step, i.e., obtaining reliable data for the force-dependent dissociation rate constant k d (F), is often problematic. The difficulty stems from the fact that the applied force is typically variable and changes substantially over the course of each measurement, while the information that is typically desired is the rate of a process at a constant force. When the change in force with time (often called the force loading rate, r f ) dF/dt) is assumed to be constant, Evans 9 has shown that the most probable rupture force (F*) depends on the force loading rate according to eq 1
This model assumes that the force dependency F is constant over a range of r f , where F ) k B T/x ; x is the barrier width (distance between equilibrium and the transition state on a potential energy surface projected along the vector of applied force); k B is Boltzmann's constant; and T is the temperature. Using eq 1, k d 0 and F can be derived by measuring F* at different r f . Alternatively, if F and r f are constant, F and k d 0 can be obtained at a single loading rate by fitting the distribution of F* and r f . For example, Gaub et al. 12 recently introduced a method to extract k d 0 and F by directly fitting a probability density function to the distributions of bond rupture force and loading rate. Equation 1 has proven to be quite useful in AFMbased DFS experiments, but it becomes mathematically and practically difficultsalthough not impossible 9, 39, 40 sto apply to real systems that employ polydisperse polymer tethers to anchor the molecules of interest to the AFM tip and substrate ( Figure  1 ). Polymeric tethers are commonly used to decouple nonspecific interactions between the AFM cantilever and substrate from the molecular interaction of interest, and they are typically more compliant than the cantilever itself. As a result, the force loading rate is dynamic and changes with force in a manner that is analytically complex. 39, 40 There are further complexities due to the angle at which the molecule is bound to the cantilever from the surface, making the force applied to the bond of interest different depending on this angle. 41 Finally, these treatments typically assume constant x or other functional forms of the potential energy surface, and the final force dependency k d (F) therefore relies on the validity of the chemical logic used to estimate the shape of the potential energy surface in advance.
The difficulties associated with variable loading rates can be avoided experimentally by using force clamping techniques, in which a constant force on a bond is maintained using feedback electronics. Force clamp experiments have been used to directly monitor unfolding/refolding kinetics in proteins and bimolecular reaction kinetics. [42] [43] [44] [45] Despite their advantages, for many experiments, force clamping is more difficult to program and execute than constant piezo retraction experiments, and most commercially available AFM software does not offer a force clamping option. As a result, the majority of DFS experiments are conducted under conditions of a variable loading rate.
For practical reasons, the variable loading rate is typically treated as though it were constant. For example, it is often assumed that the loading rate is constant from pull to pull and is the product of the spring constant of the cantilever (N/m) and the retract velocity (m/s)sthe so-called nominal loading rate. Another approach is to assume that the characteristic loading rate for each experiment is the loading rate directly prior to bond rupture. 6, 7, 12 In this case, a distribution of loading rates is obtained, and the peak in that distribution, i.e., the most frequent loading rate, can be used in the subsequent analysis. The force loading rate can also be corrected and predicted by treating the polymeric tether as either a wormlike chain or a freely jointed chain. 39, 40 In any of these approaches, the data can be culled to include only a subset of cases in which the assumptions are more likely to be valid. 12, 39, 40 In this manuscript, we present a complementary method for extracting forcedependent kinetic data from DFS experiments. This method is direct; it makes no assumptions regarding the form of the loading rate or even whether the force loading profile is the same from one experiment to another. It is also conceptually simple and easy to implement, and it therefore has both practical and theoretical advantages over previously reported methods.
Fundamentally, k d (F) is defined as the probability of an event (e.g., bond rupture) over a given time interval at a given force. Experimentally, this probability is related to an observed event frequency (eq 2)
where k d *(F) is the experimentally determined, force-dependent event frequency (e.g., the Bell off rate constant); N(F) is the number of events that occur at a given force F; and t(F) is the time that the bond resides at that force. We point out here that N(F) and t(F) are also easily extracted under the variable force conditions of a DFS experiment. Constructing histograms of force-dependent events as a function of force interval, N(F, F + ∆F), is a routine part of most DFS data interpretation, either by inspection or by applying a set of objective, analytical criteria. In contrast, t(F) is usually not determined directly, but rather a set of data are interpreted on the basis of an approximated force vs time history, e.g., constant loading rate. 5, 46 In fact, t(F) is effectively recorded directly in a DFS experiment and can be used as such without any approximation regarding the actual force vs time history of a series of experiments. In a typical DFS experiment, using digital data acquisition, data points are obtained at a fixed sampling rate ν, and so force measurements are acquired at evenly spaced time intervals t acq ) 1/ν. Because the sampling rate ν is typically fast relative to the change in force, each recording of a force value F represents an additional increment of t acq to the total time t(F) that the molecule of interest experienced that force.
It is therefore straightforward to determine directly the time spent in a given range of forces, t(F, F + ∆F), which is simply the number of data points that fall between F and F + ∆F, multiplied by t acq . This process is illustrated in Figure 2 (a and  b) . This analysis is completed easily using histogram functions on any of a number of commercially available spreadsheet programs. An immediate advantage is that all force curves for a single molecular event of interest can be combined, regardless of the changes in loading rate due to, e.g., variations in pulling speed and/or polymer tether length or compliance. Subsequently, the forces at which a given conformational change or bond rupture event occur can be similarly tabulated and binned according to the same force intervals as the force history data, as seen in Figure 2 In effect, what the histogram/binning process does is turn a set of variable force data into a new set of (nearly) constant force data. The process is effectively the reverse of Monte Carlo simulations of stochastic bond rupture, 12 and it is facilitated by the constant-interval digital data acquisition. Once collected, a set of data can be collated into any of a number of sets of force bins (variable sizes and numbers of bins). These intervals of "constant" force can be as small as desired, although there would seem to be little benefit for ∆F < thermal noise of the cantilever.
The efficacy of the method is demonstrated by applying it to a set of model data (Table 1) , generated using stochastic computer simulations of bond rupture in a freely jointed chain (FJC) polymer (contour length ) 40 nm, Kuhn length ) 0.7 nm). A few points bear emphasizing. First, the derived rate vs force data, including the extrapolated stress-free rate constant k d 0 , are in excellent agreement with the force dependency used to generate the data. In fact, the kinetics derived from data obtained at a single loading rate using the histogram binning method presented here are more accurate than those derived from a combined set of data at six different loading rates using eq 1. Second, high-quality kinetic information can be derived even from data that are problematic to include in an analysis using eq 1. Rupture force histograms often lack a clear F*, as demonstrated by the computer simulations of stochastic rupture at a tip retract velocity of 125 nm s -1 (Supporting Information, Figure SI-1) . Identifying the most probable rupture force in such cases is problematic and depends on a valid model for the rupture force distribution under the variable loading rate conditions of the experiment. No such model is needed to obtain the kinetics reported in Table 1 .
This method can be extended to data from the opening of multiple identical bonds in series with minimal modification of the analysis, as shown in Figure 3 . For example, if there are three stress-bearing bonds in series, the applied force is felt equally by the three bonds (assuming the geometry of attachment is identical). So, prior to the first rupture event, three bonds are feeling the same force in each acquisition interval t acq , which translates to a single bond feeling that force for 3 × t acq . Thus, each of the data points prior to the first rupture should be counted three times. Following the first rupture, the applied force is felt a For the Bell-Evans fit, r f was assumed to be constant and is the product of the retract velocity and the spring constant of the cantilever (40 pN/nm). Parameters:
, F ) 22.5 pN, and the standard deviation of Gaussian white thermal noise in the cantilever ) ( 10 pN. by only the two bonds left in series, and each data point needs to be counted twice. The remaining extension curve can now be treated normally.
The treatment described above relies on the same underlying physics established previously 9 but has many practical advantages when it comes to implementation. For example, the proposed method allows kinetic data to be extracted from traditional DFS experiments, and unlike commonly employed methods, data can be taken at either a single nominal loading rate or multiple loading rates, without actually characterizing those loading rates. Further, the method is insensitive to polymer tether polydispersity since the data are extracted directly from force curves with no assumptions. The ease of analysis lies in the ability to use any of a number of seemingly ubiquitous spreadsheet programs, to integrate data from multiple sets that have the same sampling rate, regardless of differing loading rates between sets, and the fact that no functional form of the potential energy surface (x ) need be assumed to determine k d *(F). Once the data are in hand, however, k d *(F) can be interpreted in terms of various models for reaction potential energy surfaces 6, 7, 9, 12, [35] [36] [37] [38] (as done here for the Bell-Evans case).
Several points should be considered when using the method presented here. First, while thermal noise in the cantilever is largely taken into account, noise in the detector can bias the measurements by incorrectly reporting t(F). The effect of random noise in the detector can often be reduced by signal averaging, but nonetheless an analysis of simulations that include detector noise (Gaussian white noise, standard deviations of 2, 5, and 10 pN) gave values for k d 0 and F that are as accurate, or more so, than the values derived using eq 1 under noise-free conditions (see Supporting Information). Second, the lower "force limit" (see Figure 2a) used to generate the t(F, F + ∆F) histograms should be chosen so that events that occur at or above the force limit are observable. Finally, unlike methods that rely on the "most probable" force, the results of the present treatment depend on all data that are obtained in a set of experiments. As such, it is more sensitive to the presence of a small number of "false data", e.g., trace impurities, and/or the simultaneous rupture of multiple bonds in parallel. Such data would have a much smaller impact on analyses based on the peak in a distribution. This consideration is also important in treatments based on distribution fitting, 12 and it is certainly not prohibitive. As such, we believe that the simple analysis method presented here will be operationally useful in the analysis of many DFS experiments. 
